
	

	

Suggested Daily Activities 
	
 
Year 3 
 

Date: 27th April 

English 

Word of the day:  glance   
Find the meaning then put it into a sentence.  What kind of word is 
this (verb, noun, adjective)?  How many synonyms (words with a 
similar meaning) can you find for this word today?   
 
Activity  Word work. 
 
WALT: Recognise and use an adverb 
SC: * An adverb will add something to the verb/predicate in a 
sentence by telling us where, when or how (the manner or way) 
something is done or happened. 
 
Use the adverb presentation to remind yourself what the job of an 
adverb is within a sentence.  There is one section that asks you to 
spin the wheel but it won’t work!  Don’t worry, just carry on with the 
rest of the presentation as it gives you lots of opportunities to 
practise recognising an adverb. 
Write them out neatly into your book.  Recognising an adverb will 
help you with the work for the rest of the week. 
 
Challenge: 
Go through a fiction book of your choice and see how many 
adverbs you can spot on one page; make a list.  Can you think of 
any alternatives for some of them? 
 
Reading 
Read for 20 minutes.  Hey!  Have you ever read upside down?  Sit 
on a chair, bed or sofa and flip upside down?  Can you do it?  
What happens to your voice if you push your chin down?!   
Log on to MyON and complete a quiz for the book you have read 
on Accelerated Reader when you have finished it.   
 

Maths 

Arithmetic practice 
Use the topmarks Blast Off activity, pick the count on and back 
option. From here you can select your own level of difficulty. This is 
a recap activity so the children should be able to do this. 
Encourage them to put the number in their head before counting 
with their fingers.  
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-count/blast-off	
 
Activity 



	

	

We will start the week with White Rose maths focusing on summer 
1 – week 2. We will only be using this for Monday and Tuesday. 	
Today’s lesson focuses on adding fractions. This is something we 
have done in the classroom but if they are struggling, week 1 – 
lesson 2 (making the whole) might be useful to go back to instead 
of doing this activity.  
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-3/	
 
The YouTube channel Maths 4 Kids also do a video that you may 
find useful to help your child to understand this. We have used 
their videos in the classroom before so the children may be familiar 
with the child on the video.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s768ZakRX4k	
 
Once you have finished the main activity and marked it together, 
spend some time on Times Table Rock Stars.  
	

Wider 
Curriculum 

Activity:   Science 
 
WALT: Understand the life cycle of plants 
 
https://vimeo.com/218127170	
 
Watch this short video all about the life cycle of different plants.  
You might need to watch it a few times and make notes.  Choose 
from the list below and create a piece of work that explains the life 
cycle of plants: 
 

• Make a PowerPoint with one stage explained on each slide.	
• Make a small booklet with one stage explained on each 

page.	
• Make a poster to show the different stages.	
• Draw the stages on a paper plate or inside a circle with 

arrows to show the order.	
 
Whatever you choose to do, these words may help: 
 
 germination               growing                   flowering                     
 
     pollination                      fertilisation               seed dispersal 
 
Have fun with it! 

Parents/carers these are all suggestions, along with all other links on the school website.  
Please find a balance of work and other activities that works for your child and your family. If we 
can offer help with anything please email school enquiries@hallamfields.derbyshire.sch.uk or 
send us a message through the class blogs. 



	

	

	


